SHOWCASING THE RESEARCH OF HEALTH CARE NETWORKS AND HOSPITALS

“Lehigh Valley Scholarly Works enhances our scholarly reputation and research credibility by allowing people from outside our organization and within it to find posters, papers, presentations, reports, articles, book chapters, and other items written by colleagues and affiliated staff. Now there is a single access point so items are visible and can be found easily.”

-Linda Matula-Schwartz, Director of Library Services, LVHN

ENHANCE VISIBILITY AND REPUTATION
Increase (and track) readership for your research and scholarly output
Expand the global readership and visibility for the research and scholarship your institution produces. With Digital Commons, you can be sure your content is indexed in major search engines such as Google and Google Scholar, making your organization's research and materials widely available locally and globally. Track readership from government agencies like the VA, peer health care networks, medical schools, and more.

HIGHLIGHT RESEARCHER AND PRACTITIONER EXPERTISE
Custom galleries to connect your experts to opportunities
Expert galleries of researcher profiles make it easy for you to find researcher collaborators, attract top graduates seeking jobs, and connect patients to practitioners and specialists. The galleries can be easily embedded on departmental and other webpages and connected to “find a doctor” profiles.

What can you put in your Digital Commons?
- Grant-funded research
- Book chapters
- Presentations and conference materials
- Archives and historical materials
- New journals and peer-reviewed series
- Nursing posters
- Applied and translational research
- Data
- Newsletters
- Annual reports

Who can benefit from Digital Commons?
- Graduate Medical Education
- Clinical and Translational Science Award program
- Office of Research
- Nursing and Nursing Education
- Medical Staff Services
- Foundations

How does Digital Commons grow with you?
- Hosted, cloud-based publishing platform
- Custom branding
- Unlimited technical and consulting support
- Unlimited, secure storage to meet preservation needs
- Support for all file types
- Optimized for search engines like Google and Google Scholar
- Custom reports to support accreditation
- Fully integrated peer-review system
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